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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

In a large-scale emergency situation, incident reactions need to be quick. Every minute saved in emergency
management processes and first response coordination workflows (cp. Fig. 1) can save additional lives of affected
victims. Dealing with this issue, future response support systems alike the SoKNOS p latform (www.soknos.de)
promise to improve the collect ion and processing of large amounts of relevant informat ion. Supported by such a
system, a decision maker in an emergency management headquarter may harness the resulting integrated view on
the disaster situation, visualized on a large digital map [1], in order to effect ively coordinate the incident reactions of
mobile first responders. This requires efficient means to communicate between the emergency staff in the
headquarter and mobile first responders out in the field. However, an exchange of tactical information between the
rescue parties has to meet a strong security requirement: it must preserve end-to-end confidentiality in order to
prevent malicious third parties fro m d isrupting the reactions .
At this point, a failu re on the data security level may beco me a threat to public security. Actually, the lives of first
responders partly depend on correct tactical information. In jured persons, that shall be immed iately rescued, and
physical assets the first responders are chosen to protect, may be affected by data security vulnerabilit ies in the
tactical messaging, as well.
Our work [2,3] focuses on the issue of providing a secure and efficient mean to support the secure coordination of
mobile first responders. Therefore, we describe concepts to imp lement a secure ubiquitous tactical co mmunication
based on the concept of attribute-based messaging. In our approach, decision makers may target dynamic groups of
intended receivers, i.e. relevant first responders out in the field, directly on a dig ital map by selecting spatial regions
and attributes (cp. Fig. 2). Beyond location, the decision maker may include fu rther attributes alike current status ,
role, o rganizat ion or group leader skills, to specify the group of receivers in an intuitive way. The actual tactical
instructions for the mob ile forces are textually specified in form of a message.
The attribute-based selection of the receivers translates to underlying cryptographic operations in the end-to-end
encryption. Especially, our concept harnesses ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-A BE) techniques [4].
We extend current CP-ABE proposals [4,5] by additionally taking into account dynamic factors: our proposed
system is able to efficiently handle dynamic attributes, like location or the health status to address mobile first
responders, in a secure fashion, while end-to-end encryption for the transmission of tactical information is still
satisfied.
Emergency staff members with decision making responsibilities may use our approach to target groups of receivers
in a secure and intuitive way, in order to efficiently coordinate their reactions, in the face of rapidly changing
situations of large scale disasters.
A prototype implementation on standard hardware plattforms (W indows Mobile and Android) is currently under
development. We integrate our first response coordination con cepts into the next generation of our first response
testbed [6], which will allow us to simulate and evaluate emergency scenarios and respective tactical messaging on a
large scale.
This extended abstract and the corresponding poster (see: http://www.slideshare.net/sweberTK/secure-and-efficientfirst-response-coordination-based-on-attributebased-encryption-techniques-1521383 ) briefly introduces our
research on securing first response coordination to the ISCRAM commun ity. For mo re details we refer to [2].
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Figure 1. First Response Coordination Workflow

Figure 2. Vision of First Response Coordination
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